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PRO METAL THUMB-CONTROL
6-PATTERN TURB NOZZLE

6-Patterns to meet all your
cleaning & watering needs
Aluminum alloy construction for years of use
Effortless thumb control to conveniently
operate the on/off function and volume
of water flow

Ergonomic design lessens hand
and wrist fatigue

TURBO

Quick Connect Starter Set
fits all standard garden hoses
and watering tools
Soft dial ring for easy
pattern changes /
protect against damage

New honeycomb design provides
extra grip in wet conditions

Work like a PRO. From cleaning the car to scrubbing the patio, the PRO Metal Thumb-Control 6-Pattern Turbo Nozzle helps you tackle your most challenging
cleaning chores. It may be small in size, but it is big on power.
Forget about using expensive pressure washers when you have a compact handheld pressure sprayer which cleans with a mini twisting pattern (take a
video on your smartphone to view the twisting effect!). The Turbo Nozzle cleans all surfaces by using a precise compact stream of water which twists as
it cleans. The circular twisting pulse motion makes dirt a thing of the past. It replicates your natural inclination to draw circular patterns on the ground as
you clean. The Turbo spray circles for you to drive away dirt. Pick from six spray patterns to clean your car with the Turbo spray then turn to water your
garden with the Shower setting. The durable, rubberized, easy-grip, ergonomic handle fits perfectly in the hand. The convenient thumb control reduces
fatigue and allows you to turn the water off with one simple motion to prevent wasting water. It resists damage and rust and stands up to abuse for years
of reliable and dependable performance.
Turbo: Great for large surface cleaning such as gutters, driveways, windows, decks, and pavement or for deep water penetration of hard soil.
Jet: Creates precise narrow strips and reaches a far distance. Useful for cleaning soffits, porches, balconies, lawnmowers, snowblowers, quadrunners,
etc...
Mist: Great for watering fine delicate plants like orchids or cooling down an area.
Soaker: Water an area you want to flood slowly with water, quick fill up the bucket, or water the root level of plants.
Flat: Creates a wide spray of flat water. Useful to disperse and sweep leaves and dirt.
Shower: Provides a stable constant flow of water over surfaces. Use for flowers, hedges, or rinsing surfaces.

Make cleaning and gardening easy with a twisting spray
to clean surfaces in less time
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Secure twist-and-lock
mechanism prevents
accidental disconnection
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the adapter
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Simply connect
the connector
at the end of
your hose
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 CAUTION 
-For outdoor use with cold water only
-Do not spray near electrical connections
-When not in use, rinse the tool with water to remove most of the dirt, dry your tool, and store indoors

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including styrene,
which is known to the State of California to cause cancer.

For more

information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

The Quick Connect Adapter (2 pcs) and Hose
Connector with Water Stop (1 pc) simplify your
watering experience. Simply attach the connector
at the end of your hose. Then, connect the
adapters to your watering tools. Interchange
various tools in a snap without turning off the
water as the adapter will stop the water flow.
No more kinking or hose twisting as the adapter
allows the hose to swivel 360 degrees.
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Quick and easy connections to 5/8-inch and
1/2-inch garden hoses, sprinklers, nozzles, and/or
any other garden watering tools
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